Capture the Sound & Fury

Ray's clinics form the basis for this innovative approach to the development of hauntingly beautiful clarinet ensemble sounds and technical proficiency in all registers. The acoustics of the clarinet have been incorporated into a method that provides teachers and students a system with both monitoring and problem-solving capabilities.

CLARINET GYMNASTICS SUMMER CAMP

JUNE 9-13
9:00-1:00
CABOT JR. HIGH NORTH
38 Spirit Drive
Cabot, AR 72023
Band Hall: (501) 743-3572
Erica Hann, Director
erica.hann@cps.k12.ar.us

For questions & orders Ray Chapa web: www.raychapa.com | email: reehachre@gmail.com | phone: 281.807.6666
CLARINET GYMNASICS
SUMMER CAMP
JUNE 9-13
9:00-1:00
CABOT JR. HIGH NORTH

The CAMP runs daily from 9:00-1:00. This allows students time to enjoy the summer vacation for the better part of each day.

The camp is for CLARINETS ONLY.
(Classes are divided by ability into two groups... Intermediate & Advanced)

SESSIONS INCLUDE:

CLARINET GYMNASICS - "Analytical Techniques" master class to improve intonation, tone quality & range.

CLARINET GYMNASICS - "Video Workout" featuring computer-generated animation to reinforce master class instruction.

FUNDAMENTALS OF TECHNIQUE:
• Younger students’ sessions will focus on fingering problems associated with the first two years of study.

• Advanced students will concentrate on the technique necessary to perform today’s challenging band music & solos or region music if available.

FUNDAMENTALS OF COUNTING:
• Counting (Cut-Time & 6/8 meter).

A short, informal concert for parents & siblings.

Snacks & beverages will be provided each day!

ELIGIBILITY: Students who have just completed 6th thru 10th grade.

TUITION for the camp is $85 if check is post marked by May 1st.
($95 if paid at the camp)

Make check payable to:
Ray Chapa
12331 N. Gessner Rd. #334
Houston, TX 77064

Please fill out, sign & submit the following form to the address above with payment.

STUDENT’S NAME: ________________________________
LAST GRADE COMPLETED: __________________________
LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED: __________________________
PARENT’S NAME: _________________________________
PARENT’S SIGNATURE: ______________________
Home ph#: ___________________ Email: ___________________
Work ph#: ___________________ Home Address: ___________________